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WHY
ANIMALS DO US WELL
Anyone who walks through the world with open eyes and 
a heart sees it every day: animals do us good. They raise 
and lower our heartbeat. We share the sky, the earth and 
the water with them - we breathe the same air. 

These diverse species inspire and uplift me. Bringing 
people closer to the souls of the animal world with my 
modern and purist style is a great goal of mine. 

WHAT
UNMISTAKABLE LIVELINESS. 
My sketching is all about animal personality. Character. 
Fascination. Aesthetics. Living realism probably comes 
closest to describing my style. Because my sketch art is  
as if the animals were moving in the next moment. 

My sketch art lets the viewer immerse himself in the 
beauty of a special world - in close contact with other 
personalities. In an aura that touches and moves. As if  
one were personally very close to the animal. 
 

„CAPTURING ANIMAL CHARACTERISTICS IS ONE 
THING. TO FEEL THE ESSENCE WHILE LOOKING 
AT IT IS ENTIRELY MINE.“

Compact media information



FROM WHOM
SANDRA CHIOCCHETTI 
- Sketch artist, course instructor, author
- brand design and advertising profiles Lives, works 
and lives on the edge of the forest in Zollikerberg with 
husband, with dachshund dog - and with 42 hats.

Since 1995 own manufacture for brand impact: 
Chiocchetti GmbH, chiocchetti.ch

The affinity for animals and for drawing was laid in my 
cradle. Then came the tireless will and my commitment 
with over 8‘500 hours of experience in various art 
techniques. 

I pass on my skills in exclusive workshops and my two 
published books „TierART mit LINKS“ and „Hundert WAU 
und ein MIAU“ are available on www.skizzenkunst.ch 

More Questions? Then I look forward to hearing from you. 

LIKE
THE SPECIAL
With my specially developed technique, there is not a 
single brushstroke and also no retouching possibilities. 
What is on the paper remains. That‘s what makes my art 
so distinctive, emotional and lively. Because my sketching 
is like ballet: it‘s about a lot of expression - it looks 
effortlessly easy, but it‘s not easy. 
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„MY SKETCHING IS LIKE BALLET: IT‘S  
ABOUT A LOT OF EXPRESSION - IT LOOKS 
EFFORTLESSLY SIMPLE, BUT IT‘S NOT 
EASY.“ 


